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Jurassic Park™ Danger! Game
Hunt as the Dinosaurs… or survive as the Humans!

The first visitors have arrived at Jurassic Park™ to see its miraculous dinosaurs 
firsthand. But chaos has hit Isla Nublar— the power is out, and the prehistoric 
creatures are on the hunt! One player controls the T. Rex, Dilophosaurus, and 
Velociraptor, prowling through the jungle to attack the humans. The other 
players team up as characters from the classic movie, struggling to get 
Jurassic Park™ back online and escape the island before they become prey!

Highlights:
•  Based on original Jurassic Park™ film --including iconic players and 
stunning modular Isla Nublar game board!
•  Asymmetric gameplay gives one player the chance to be the 
savage dinosaurs, while othe other players work together to 
outsmart them.
•  Ten different fan-favorite characters have their own unique 
objective, providing endless replay value and variable strategies.

Product Contents:
110 Cards, 11 Player Mats, 19 Island Tiles, 5 Perimeter 
Frames, 10 Character Movers, 3 Dinosaur Movers, 13 
Fence Tokens, 19 Tokens, 1 Die, Instructions

Age: 10+
MSRP: $24.99
Number of Players: 2-5
Time to Play: 50 min
Availability: 5/1/18 exclusively at Target  
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Founded in 1883, Ravensburger is a leading producer of puzzles, award-

winning board games, and engaging science, and arts and crafts kits. As a 

family owned business, Ravensburger has built a reputation as a trusted 

brand for both parents and children alike. Its products encourage playful 

development at every stage and every age. Toys for the head, hand and heart.
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